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Shochu
Oshima Kaioun Shuzo, Amami Islands

SHOCHU DETAILS:
Raw Material: Brown Sugar
Alcohol: 24%
Distillation: Single

ABOUT BROWN SUGAR SHOCHU
Shochu is a distilled spirit native to Japan since the 15th century. It originated on the southern island of 
Kyushu, which remains its heart, but is now produced all over Japan. Shochu can be distilled from many 
different ingredients, but barley, rice and sweet potato are the most common. Shochu is unique from other 
categories of distilled spirits because it begins with a grain inoculated with koji-kin, similar to sake 
production. The koji is then fermented in the same way a sake starter is created, following which the mash is 
distilled, filtered, stored and bottled. Until the 1970s, shochu was only consumed in southern Japan, but its 
appeal began to travel and resulted in a national boom. In 2003, domestic shochu sales surpassed sake and  
have never looked back. Brown sugar shochu is only allowed to be produced on the Amami Islands. Even 
though the brown sugar contains ample fuel for yeast to produce alcohol, its process still begins with rice 
inoculated with koji-kin before the brown sugar is added to the mash bill. This differentiates it from a rum. 

ABOUT THE DISTILLERY
Oshima Kaiun Shuzo is located on Oshima Island, which is part of the Amami Archipelago. It rests just north 
of Okinawa, and far south of Japan’s four main islands. To say it is a tropical paradise is an understatement. 
Beautiful, pristine beaches with arching palms mark the coastline. Dramatic mountains jut from the coast 
creating a dramatic landscape. The island group is far from any mainland, only adding to its secluded beauty. 

Here, Oshima Kaiun Shuzo was founded. In 1998, at the foot of the sacred Mt. Yuwan, its founder aimed to 
create a sustainable business that could provide work and sustenance for the local residents – a population 
that was facing decline as the younger generations moved to the main islands for opportunity. The distillery 
specializes in brown sugar shochu, epitomized in its flagship shochu ‘Lento’. Sacred water from Mt. Yuwan
and island-grown sugar cane combine to create this special spirit. 

Lento Kokuto is sought all over Japan, and Oshima Kaiun Shuzo makes sure that a healthy portion of their 
product never leave the Amami Islands so their community can enjoy it as well. Recently it has expanded its 
export market to share the secret of Lento Kokuto with the world…even in small quantities. It is truly a rare 
treat to have access to this boutique shochu, produced in such a remote and beautiful locale. 

TASTING NOTE
Soft and ever-so-slightly sweet with a mellow finish. 

FOOD PAIRING
Rum drinkers rejoice – try this shochu as an excellent rum substitute. 
Tiki drinks, punches, mules, and simply 
over ice all make wonderful preparations. 
Try with tropical cuisine such as sticky 
spareribs and pineapple, poke bowls, and grilled fish. 
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